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Abstract
Due to advances in medical care and rise in living standards, life expectancy, on an average
increased to 79 years in US. This resulted in the increase of aging population and increase in
demand for development of technologies to aid elderly people to live independently and safely. It
is possible to achieve this challenge through Ambient-assisted living (AAL) technologies that
help elderly people to live more independently. Much research has been done on Human Activity
Recognition (HAR) in the last decade and this research work can be used in development of
assistive technologies and HAR is expected to be future technology for e-health systems.
In this research, I discuss the need to predict human activity accurately by building
various models in SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 14.1, on a free public domain dataset, which
contains 165,633 observations and 19 attributes. Variables used in this research, represent the
metrics of accelerometers mounted on waist, left thigh, right arm and right ankle of 4 individuals
performing five different activities recorded over a period of eight hours. The target variable
predicts human activity such as sitting, sitting down, standing, standing up and walking. Upon
comparing different models, the winner is a Auto Neural whose input is taken from Stepwise
Logistic Regression, which is used for variable selection. The model has an accuracy of 98.73%
and sensitivity of 98.42%
Introduction
The advances in medical care and rise in living standards have increased life expectancy to 79
years in US, in 2015. As per US Census Bureau," In 2050, the population aged 65 and over is
projected to be 83.7 million, almost double its estimated population of 43.1 million in 2012 "[3].
Due to these facts, the demand for development of technologies to aid elderly people has
increased more than ever. But developing new technologies that enable elderly and the
chronically ill to lead a more independent and safer life has become a difficult task. It is possible
to achieve this arduous task through Ambient-assisted living (AAL) technologies that help
elderly people to live more independently.
Research on HAR has been active for more than a decade and HAR is considered to be
future technology for e-health systems. There are prospects of developing assistive technologies
to support care of the older adults using research work on HAR. E-Health systems like AAL can
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be developed by using patients' routine data provided by activity recognition. The most common
methods used to recognize human activity are image processing and usage of wearable sensors.
Though image processing doesn't require patient to wear any equipment, it has some major
problems such as requiring installation of cameras and good light. In addition, its operations are
restricted to indoor environments and users have privacy concerns. The use of wearable sensors
has addressed all these problems, but requires wearing of equipment by the user for long
durations[1]. In this paper, I discuss various models built using SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 14.1,
on a free public domain dataset containing 165,633 observations and 19 attributes and compare
each model with another . Data used in this discussion, represents the metrics of accelerometers
mounted on waist, left thigh, right arm, and right ankle of 4 subjects performing five different
activities. These activities, such as sitting-down, standing-up, standing, walking, and sitting,
recorded over a period of eight hours of four healthy subjects is used for our analysis.
Data
Data was collected from accelerometers mounted on waist, left thigh, right arm, and right ankle
of 4 subjects while they were performing five different activities. This data was collected over a
period of 8 hours of activity, each subject performing activities for 2 hours. Each activity was
performed separately. This data contains 165633 observations and 19 attributes. The list of all
variables is given below.
Variable
User
Gender
Age

Description
Name of the subject
Man and Woman; Man is represented as 1 and Woman as 0
Age of the subject

Height

Height of the subject

Weight

Weight of the subject

BMI

Body Mass Index of the subject

x1

X-axis value of the 1st accelerometer, mounted on waist

y1

Y-axis value of the 1st accelerometer, mounted on waist

z1

Z-axis value of the 1st accelerometer, mounted on waist

x2

X-axis value of the 2nd accelerometer, mounted on the left thigh
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y2

Y-axis value of the 2nd accelerometer, mounted on the left thigh

z2

Z-axis value of the 2nd accelerometer, mounted on the left thigh

x3

X-axis value of the 3rd accelerometer, mounted on the right ankle

y3

Y-axis value of the 3rd accelerometer, mounted on the right ankle

z3

Z-axis value of the 3rd accelerometer, mounted on the right ankle

x4

X-axis value of the 4th accelerometer, mounted on the right upper-arm

y4

Y-axis value of the 4th accelerometer, mounted on the right upper-arm

z4

Z-axis value of the 4th accelerometer, mounted on the right upper-arm

Class(Target) sitting = 1, sitting down = 2, standing = 3, standing up = 4, walking = 5
Table 1: Variable Description
Data Preparation
Gender has two values Man and Woman. For the convenience of model building, Man is coded
as '1' and Woman as '0'. The target variable has five levels: sitting, sitting down, standing,
standing up and walking. These levels of target variable class are coded as follows: sitting as '1',
sitting down as '2', standing as '3', standing up as '4' and walking as '5'. The dataset has no
missing values. Variables Gender and Class are nominal and rest of the variables are interval.
Descriptive Analytics
User and Class are nominal and rest of the variables in the dataset are interval variables. Debora
has the highest number of observations and Jose Carlos has the lowest number of observations.
The characteristics of subjects such as gender, age, height, weight and body mass index are
shown in the below figure. X-Y-Z values from all accelerometers are of interval type and their
distributions in the dataset are shown below. Z4 is slight left-skewed. X2-Y2-Z2 are
platykurtotic and rest of the accelerometer variables are almost normally distributed.

Figure 1: Characteristics of the subjects
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Figure 2: Frequencies of different activities

Figure 3: Histogram showing frequency distribution of different activities in data
Based on the accelerometer readings, 30.57% of the observations in the dataset are recorded as
sitting, 7.14% as sitting down, 28.60% as standing, 7.50% as standing up and 26.20 as walking.
X-Y-Z values from all accelerometers are of interval type and their distributions in the dataset
are shown below. Z4 is slight left-skewed. X2-Y2-Z2 are platykurtotic and rest of the
accelerometer variables are almost normally distributed.

Figure 4: Histograms of Accelerometer variables
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Data Partition
Data is partitioned using Simple Random Method. 60% of the data is used for training and 40%
for validation..
Predictive Modeling

Figure 5: Model Diagram
As shown in Figure 3, Neural Network, Stepwise Logistic Regression, AutoNeural with
input from Stepwise Logistic Regression, Decision Tree(Two, Three, Four and Five Branched
Decision tree models across all nominal target criteria such as Prob-Chisq, Gini and Entropy)
and Ensemble models are built to predict the target variable, 'class'.
Neural Network is built with four hidden layers, Maximum iterations set to 100 and no
preliminary training. A Stepwise Logistic Regression is modeled by choosing logistic for
regression type, stepwise regression for selection model, validation misclassification for
selection criterion and all other default values. The output of stepwise logistic regression is fed to
AutoNeural so that only a few selected important variables are given as input, to increase the
model performance. AutoNeural is modeled with number of hidden units set to 1, tolerance value
set to low, and logistic chosen for activation function. Logistic function is chosen as Activation
function, as it is better than other functions at predicting categorical variables. Two, three, four
and five branched Decision Tree models are built across all nominal target criteria such as Prob-
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Chisq, Gini and Entropy.
A control point node is used to collect output from all models and assign input to
Ensemble node and Model Comparison node. Model Comparison node compares models with
each other and selects the best of all.
As the objective of this paper is to predict the activity performed by the subject
accurately, based on accelerometer readings, Validation Misclassification rate is chosen as the
Assessment Measure to compare the performance of different models. After the comparison of
models, it is found that AutoNeural has the lowest validation misclassification rate of 0.0126,
followed by Ensemble and Five Branched Entropy Decision Tree with misclassification rates of
0.018 and 0.026. Training and Validation Misclassification rates of all models are shown below.

Figure 6: Training and Validation Misclassification Rates
Approximately, 98.3% of observations in the validation data are predicted correctly by
AutoNeural model, 98.2% by Ensemble model and 97.4% by Five Branched Entropy Decision
Tree. One of the reasons for better performance of AutoNeural compared to Neural Network is
the input from Stepwise Logistic Regression.
The top three models with lowest misclassification rates are discussed below with their
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fit statistics and classifications. It is also shown how the number of wrong classifications is
calculated in validation data.
Results of AutoNeural Model

Figure 7: Fit Statistics of AutoNeural
Number of wrong classifications = Number of observations × Misclassification rate. Therefore
there are 1136(99380×0.011431) wrong classifications in training data and
838(66253×0.012648) in validation data.

Figure 8: Iteration Plot
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As seen in Figure 8, the model is optimized at 25th iteration and has a total of 25 neurons.

Figure 9: Classification Chart of Auto neural
There are a few incorrect predictions in 2, 3, 4, 5 levels of the target variable as per chart shown
above.
Misclassification rate of Ensemble model is 0.016 in training data and 0.018 invalidation data.
The number of wrong classifications is 1572 in training data and 1209 in validation data. There
are 66253 observations in validation data and the misclassification rate is 0.018248. Multiplying
both (66253×0.018248 = 1208.98) gives the number of wrong classifications(≈1209) in
validation data.

Figure 10: Classification chart of Ensemble model
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Misclassification rate of the 5-Branched Entropy Decision Tree model is 0.02 in training data
and 0.026 in validation data. The number of wrong classifications is 1993(99380×0.020054) in
training data and 1731(66253×0.026127) in validation data.

Figure 11: Classification chart of 5-Branched Entropy Decision tree model
Conclusion
Human Activity Recognition has a very wide applications ranging from security-related
applications and logistics support to location-based services. Predicting HAR sensor data
accurately can help in the development of AAL technologies that help elderly people to live
more independently and safely. In this paper, we designed different models to predict human
activity recognition and Auto Neural whose input taken from Stepwise Logistic Regression
proved to be the best model.
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